Greetings from Pitts Theology Library!

It goes without saying that the extensive and diverse collection at Pitts is due in part to the institution’s continuing conversation with Candler and Emory’s students, faculty, and staff. Our acquisitions should first and foremost support the present and future teaching, research, and service missions of the Candler School of Theology, as well as those of the Graduate Division of Religion and Emory University.

In consideration of the above, Pitts is expanding its reach about ongoing acquisitions and new resources by providing each tract with monthly reports via the New Acquisitions Newsletter.

Please find newly released resources in the History and Interpretation of Christianity tract below, and don’t hesitate to make purchase suggestions by visiting pitts.emory.edu/suggest.
Highlights of New Book Acquisitions

**Illness and Authority: Disability in the Life and Lives of Francis of Assisi** by Donna Trembinski

Dr. Donna Trembinski examines the lived experience and early stories about St. Francis of Assisi through the lens of disability studies. This new approach re-centers Francis’s illnesses and infirmities and highlights how they became barriers to wielding traditional modes of

**Christian Divination in Late Antiquity** by Robert Wisniewski

In Late Antiquity, people commonly sought to acquire knowledge about the past, the present, and the future, using a variety of methods. This book is devoted to the study of such practices and their practitioners, and provides answers to essential questions concerning this phenomenon.
masculine authority within both the Franciscan Order he founded and the church hierarchy.

Thinking About Animals in Thirteenth-century Paris: Theologians on the Boundary Between Humans and Animals by Ian P. Wei

Ian P. Wei presents extended close readings of William of Auvergne, the Summa Halensis, Bonaventure, Albert the Great and Thomas Aquinas. This study thus reveals how animals became a crucial resource for generating knowledge of

Hybrid Hate: Conflations of Antisemitism and Anti-Black Racism from the Renaissance to the Third Reich by Tudor Parfitt

Hybrid Hate is the first book to study the conflation of antisemitism and anti-Black racism. In this book, Tudor Parfitt investigates the development of antisemitism, anti-Black racism, and race theory in the West from the Renaissance to the
Periodicals: New Issues

**Theological Studies**

Articles include:

**Journal of Reformed Theology**

Articles include:
• Challenges to Religious Freedom in the USA: Some Lessons from Global Crises
• Deleuze, Balthasar, and John Paul II on the Aesthetics of the Body
• Can We Hear Him Now?: James Cone's Enduring Challenge to White Theologians
• Militant Grace: The Apocalyptic Turn and the Future of Christian Theology
• Freedom Under the Word: Karl Barth's Theological Exegesis
• Reformed Theology and Evolutionary Theory
• Tending Soul, Mind, and Body: The Art and Science of Spiritual Formation

More New Issues

The Heythrop Journal embraces all the disciplines which contribute to theological and philosophical research, notably hermeneutics, exegesis, linguistics, history, religious studies, philosophy of religion, sociology, psychology, ethics and pastoral theology.

Church History and Religious Culture, is a long-established, peer-reviewed periodical, primarily devoted to the history of Christianity. It contains articles in this field as well as in other specialised related areas.

Suggest a Journal Subscription

See More New Journal Issues